Great adventures
in Lipno all year round

Hi, my name is Fox and I live
in Lipno. Let me to take you
through the great adventures
that await you in this place
all year round. We will enjoy
stunning views from the
Treetop Walkway, have a
whale of a time in the unique
park Forest Kingdom, we will
ride a bike and set sail in the
lake. In the snow season, we
will learn to ski together and
head for the snow-covered
slopes of the Skiareal Lipno.

The key to Lipno
adventures

Adult
Dospělý

www.lipno.info

And that’s a “paw”-mise!
FOX’S TIP
… follow my tips.

Treetop Walkway Lipno
Experience from the bird’s
eye view
 The unique barrier-free Treetop Walkway
is opened 364 days a year
 There are 11 adrenaline stops along the Walkway.
You will surely enjoy the slide down in the
52-metre long toboggan when going back
 Climb the 40-metre tower to relish the amazing
views of the lake, the surrounding landscape and
the Austrian Alps
FOX’S TIP
Delight in the beautiful sunsets as seen from the Treetop
Walkway during one of the Tuesday’s night concerts in
summer holidays, when the Walkway is open until 11 p.m.
NOTE DOWN
Discover the life of Šumava birds on the Bird Path

www.stezkakorunamistromu.cz

Forest Kingdom Lipno
The majestic entertainment
 
Come and spend hours and hours of fun and games
in the unique-experience park Forest Kingdom
 The wooden castles, rope climbing frames, giant
trampolines and a herd of goats wait just for you!
 Learn to recognize various types of trees,
discover properties of wood and unveil the
mysteries of the life of forest inhabitants
FOX’S TIP
Remember to ask for the Royal family package available
at bargain price
NOTE DOWN
Touch the sky! On the giant trampoline in the Forest
Kingdom, you can have fun for long time, no matter what
age you are

www.kralovstvilesa.cz

Flowtrail

Downhill scooters

Forest cycling lane for families

Come back from the Walkway
in style

 The comfortable, 5-kilometre long descent down
the forest hill is suitable for the whole family,
including children from 6 years of age
 The safe trail is a source of plenty adventures
and a comfy alternative to traditional tarmac
cycling lanes
 The route will take you to the forests in the
northern part of the area. You can then return
by chairlift Promenádní
FOX’S TIP
Packed with great experience, Flowtrail offers a superb
family entertainment. It will be enjoyed by experienced
bike devotees as well as beginners who wish to open new
cycling horizons
NOTE DOWN
Bikes suitable for riding on Flowtrail, other sports gear
and various packages (bike + bikepass) are available
from the rental shop Bikepark Rent in Chata Lanovka at
the central carpark

 Going downhill by a scooter from the Treetop
Walkway all the way to the central carpark
 Enjoy the tarmac paths and well-tended forest
section full of switchbacks and gently sloping
bends
 Enjoy 3,5 km of endless fun and extraordinary
excitement
FOX’S TIP
The downhill ride on a scooter ranks among the most
popular activities in Lipno. It is an enjoyable
and comfortable activity also for families
with children over 8 years of age
NOTE DOWN
To rent a downhill scooter, visit the rental shop
INTERSPORT Rent, located at the exit station of chairlift
Lipno Express. Scooters for both adults and children
are available

Bikepark Lipno
Adrenaline on a downhill bike
 Two routes of different difficulty levels offer lots
of fun for both experienced and beginner bikers
 Jumps, sloping bends and wooden hurdles will
certainly pump you up with adrenaline
 Ride downhill like the wind, then enjoy the
comfort of returning by chairlift Promenádní
FOX’S TIP
Order a biking course with a professional instructor
and take your skills to a yet higher level
NOTE DOWN
Rental shop Bikepark Rent in Chata Lanovka is proud of
its wide offer of bikes, sports gear and special packages
(bike + bikepass) for the Bikepark

Cycling
Use your own energy
or electrical power
 Lipno is a cycling paradise with the offer of
trails covering dozens of kilometres for trained
and leisurely sportsmen alike
 Set out on a trekking bike on Jezerní cycling lane
and enjoy the ride with a minimum elevation
difference
 Save your energy by riding an e-bike when going
on long trips around the lake. You will be the first
one to reach the finish line without doping
FOX’S TIP
Book bikes online at www.lipno.info
NOTE DOWN
Trekking or mountain bikes and e-bikes are available
for renting in INTERSPORT Rent, Harbour Master’s
Office (Kapitanát) in Marina Lipno. The rental shop’s
offer includes in-line skates, scooters and numerous
accessories, including children’s carts for bikes

Electric boats
and sailing boats
Cruise on the South
Bohemian sea
 Become a captain and set sail on the surface of
the largest Czech lake
 Be at the boat’s helm yourself! No licence is
needed for steering electric or sailing boats
 The captain would prefer a smaller boat? Paddle
boats, rowing boats and paddleboards are
berthed close to the rental shop on the beach
FOX’S TIP
For a larger bunch of friends, the most suitable is the
electric boat Sweet Water, equipped with bathing stairs
and a radio
NOTE DOWN
Rent electric, motor and sailing boats in the rental shop
INTERSPORT Rent Harbour Master’s Office (Kapitanát)
in the port Marina Lipno

Beach Arena Lipno

Rope Park

Beach volleyball on the
lakeshore

Recommended by 9 of 10
little monkeys

 Three beach volleyball courts, a rental shop
packed with sports gear and refreshments
directly on the Lipno beach
 Regular tournaments for the public and a beach
volleyball school for children during summer
months
 Enjoy the atmosphere and a drink during the
summer sunsets
FOX’S TIP
Paddle boats, paddleboards and other vessels are also
available for renting in the rental shop
NOTE DOWN
No need to take a ball for beach volleyball with you.
You can borrow it from the rental shop located directly
next to the courses

 The rope centre features several routes of various
difficulty levels for adults and the little ones
 Try out your balance and get some exercise on
small hurdles in the balance zone
 Finish your journey through the park by the
adrenaline descent by zipline above the pond
FOX’S TIP
Make the most of the concessionary family entrance
tickets and enjoy the Rope Park together
NOTE DOWN
Everyone will choose a route suitable for them in the
Rope Park according to the difficulty level, the number
of hurdles and their skills. No matter if you are a little
monkey or an experienced orangutan

Aquaworld and Hopsárium
Fun in bad weather spells
 Swimming in Aquaworld Lipno offers a great
view of Lipno
 Swimming pool, wild river and a paddling pool
with a water slide. Relax in the whirpool bath
and Finish sauna
 Hopsárium is a large roofed playground for
children, furnished with climbing frames, slides
and a ball pool
FOX’S TIP
Did you know that you can ride inflatables on the slope
in Hopsárium in summer?
NOTE DOWN
Indulge yourself after daylong sports in the relaxing
Finnish sauna with a scent of herbal essences
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Skiareal Lipno
We are family skiing
 The Skiareal Lipno is a unique five-star winter
centre oriented at families with children
 Ski resort boasts more than 12 kilometres of
ski slopes, four comfortable chairlifts and four
mobile carpets
 The well-being of our visitors is taken care of our
popular mascot Fox; a great time is guaranteed
also by the slalom and ski-cross tracks
FOX’S TIP
To meet Fox, the best tip is to go to the children’s
ski-training playground Fox Park, where the entrance
is free of charge
NOTE DOWN
Park free of charge in the central carpark at the entrance
station of the chairlift Lipno Express

Fox Park

Skischool Lipno

Skiing playground where
Fox is at home

Lessons with Fox that you will
both enjoy and learn from

 The Fox Park is a unique ski-training playground,
furnished with three mobile carpets and slalom
 This is where little skiers take their first steps,
and where training is made easy by various
educational components
 Directly above the Fox Park, there is the Bambini
Park for the littlest of skiers
FOX’S TIP
The entrance to the Fox Park is free of charge, there is no
need to take the skipass with you. Fun animations are free
of charge too
NOTE DOWN
After skiing finishes, the Fox Park can be used for
bobsleighing. The playground is lit in the evening

 The jewel of the Skiareal Lipno is its own
Skischool Lipno with as many as 150 instructors
 ollowing the learn-by-playing concept, we
F
organize lessons for small skiers and snowboarders
from the tender age of 3. The instruction
is possible in several languages
 Children can use two instruction playgrounds
Bambini and Fox Parks as well as the ski slope
Školní, 1250m long
FOX’S TIP
Children need no skipass to attend the school as the fee
is included in the price. Children have priority entrance
to the chairlift
NOTE DOWN
Each lesson begins with warm-up exercises with Fox.
The group instructions finish with races and announcement
of results

Skicross and slalom

Snowpark Lipno

Tremendous fun on the slope

One jump after another

 One of our missions is to make skiing as much
fun as possible
 Skiers have at their disposal two skicross tracks,
interconnected with a tunnel. One track is of
light difficulty, the other is harder
 Families will also enjoy the time-measured
slalom, which runs in parallel – two people can
pit their strengths against each other at the
same time
FOX’S TIP
Try Fox’s ski slope, with the upper section featuring funny
snowy camel humps
NOTE DOWN
The skicross tracks can be reached from ski slopes
Promenádní and Vyhlídka, each track measures 800m

 nowpark is suitable for both beginners
S
and experienced riders
 The first part with four boxes and gentle jumps
is suitable for learning the freestyle basics
 The other part is designed for advanced riders
and its highlights include straight and kink boxes
or bonk
FOX’S TIP
There is no need to be afraid of the jumps in Snowpark
Lipno, it is fun for children and their parents alike
NOTE DOWN
You can enter the Snowpark either from Fox’s ski slope
or Promenádní ski slope

Barrier-free Lipno

INTERSPORT Lipno

Lipno? For everybody

Did you leave your hat at
home?

 Skiing on mono-ski with stabilizers – with an
instructor or on your own
 Cross-country skiing with an instructor for the
blind

 The store INTERSPORT Lipno has in stock
a great selection of sportswear, accessories
and sports gear for summer and winter activities

 Swimming pool with lifting equipment DELFÍN
for an easier access in the water paradise
Aquaworld

 The store is located next to the central carpark
in Chata Lanovka

Barrier-free Treetop Walkway Lipno
 ffer of summer activities – hand bikes and
O
tandem bikes for trips on Jezerní cycling lane,
electric boats with barrier-free access for cruises
on Lipno lake

Skis by grandpa and bike
made a century ago?
 Leave your sports gear at home and avail the
services of the rental shop INTERSPORT Rent.
Its offer includes top-ranking ski models, various
types of bikes and other sports gear
 If you have any sports gear that needs repairing,
our technicians are at your disposal. Whether
you want your skis serviced or your punctured
bike tyre repaired

Treetop Walkway
From your skis to tree tops
 The first Treetop Walkway in the Czech Republic
is a part of the Skiareal Lipno
 Skiers can indulge in the fantastic views of the
tops of the Alps, the frozen lake and Šumava
 A toboggan - one of the longest of its kind in the
Czech Republic - weaves through the centre
of the view tower
FOX’S TIP
Enjoy the Bird Path in the tree tops – It will lead you
to the world of Šumava birds
NOTE DOWN
Adrenaline stops with unique obstacles await you
on the journey through the tree tops
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Skating on the
frozen lake Lipno
From skis to skates
 Skating on the frozen lake of Lipno is a
phenomenon now. The Ice Skating Track, also
known as “Ice Magistral” is enjoyed by many
skaters

Cross-country skiing tracks
From skis to cross-country
skiing loipe
 Lipno abounds in stunning options for cross-country skiers, tracks are located between
Lipno and Frymburk

 It is almost 11 kilometres long and as such, it is
one of the longest maintained natural-ice tracks
in the world

 40 kilometres of cross-country skiing tracks
are well-tended, for both classic and skating
cross-country skiing. Four cross-country skiing
circuits are available

 The Ice Skating Track will take you from Lipno
nad Vltavou to Frymburk. It can be entered from
the Harbour Master’s Office (Kapitanát)

 Weather permitting, you will certainly enjoy
cross-country skiing on the nearby frozen lake
of Lipno

FOX’S TIP
Skates are available for renting from the rental shop
INTERSPORT Rent. The rental shop is situated in the
Harbour Master’s Office (Kapitanát) next to the entrance
to the Ice Skating Track
NOTE DOWN
The Ice Skating Track is open for the public as soon as the
ice thickness reaches the safe value of 18cm

FOX’S TIP
Park your car free of charge on the upper Lipno carpark,
which is a stone’s throw away from the loipe
NOTE DOWN
Did you leave your cross-country skis behind? Never
mind. To rent a pair, simply go to the rental shop
INTERSPORT Rent at the chairlift

Aquaworld Lipno
From skis to the swimsuit
 
The best place where to go after skiing to relax is
Aquaworld Lipno, located directly next to the lake
 Aquaworld Lipno features a swimming pool,
massages, counter current, or the whirpool bath
that boasts a spectacular view of the lake
 This water paradise is also suitable for the
disabled, who can use the lifting equipment
Delfín in the swimming pool
FOX’S TIP
Your children will love a little swimming pool filled with
warm water and featuring a water mushroom
and a water slide
NOTE DOWN
The Aquaworld building also houses the children’s
playground “Hopsárium”, where your children will have
a lot of fun on various climbing frames, in a ball pool
or in a pouch of an inflammable kangaroo

Enjoy Lipno

Information Centre Lipno

Lipno for corporations

We operate daily

 We organize programmes for corporations and
agencies
 The broad offer of activities, services and
conveniences available has earned Lipno a
secure place among the establishments with the
most attractive incentive and bonus stays
+420 731 410 797 / petr.chalupa@lipnoservis.cz

 Let us help you or recommend a trip
 We will arrange accommodation for you
We exchange EUR to CZK
 Remember to try out our product – Fox’s honey –
the sweetest medicine from Lipno
 Other products include original souvenirs,
maps and postcards

For schools
 We are exclusive business representatives for
Lipno – the best offer guarantee
 We will customize a programme according
to your requirements, will help you arrange
accommodation and transportation
 We also organize adaptation courses
+420 727 862 002 / skoly@lipno.info

Lipno nad Vltavou 87
382 78 Lipno nad Vltavou
T +420 731 410 800
E infocentrum@lipno.info
www.lipno.info

Lipno restaurants
and snack bars

Partners

Or, the way to Lipno’s heart
is through your stomach
 There are plentiful refreshment options directly
at the heart of all Lipno experience venues
 Restaurants “Lanovka” and “Energo” near the
Treetop Walkway are open all year round
 Visit “Modřín” restaurant in the camp in summer
and “U Yettiho” restaurant in winter for some
refreshments
FOX’S TIP
Remember – Fox has prepared special FOX’s menu for
little diners in selected restaurants
NOTE DOWN
When you visit the Forest Kingdom, nobody gets
hunger pangs. Come and visit the refreshment venues
“Šumavanka” and “U Bludiště”
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